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Letter from the Editor:
Every time I ask someone how they’re doing, I have to add “with everything
going on these days…” I must acknowledge the disclaimer that nothing is the
same anymore. Between my other job now deemed essential and my classes
now online, the only thing that has kept me grounded lately is my Underground family. “Virtual Underground” has met every week during quarantine to create this issue. After we released IN TRANSIT last fall, I proudly
thought our team knew what to expect this semester. I didn’t anticipate how
heavily I would need to lean on them in the final weeks of production. For
most of us, creating this issue has been the only constant we’re left with.
We couldn’t have known when we set our theme that we would all be in such
a position to examine what it is we are rooted to. Shortly after stay-at-home
orders went into effect, I found myself watching Cardi B eat a Caesar salad
with her fingers at 2:00am, working through it with her five-inch nails piece
by piece while 80 thousand people watched and commented vigorously.
She went on about how tired she was of lock down already. It had only been
a week. That was 45 days ago which feels like half a year, and I just wonder
how she’s holding up.
Maybe the silver-lining will be what we retain from this loss of structure. I
hope we learn to rest. I hope we remember how much we need each other.
I hope that Underground remains a tight-knit, inclusive organization who
is excited to publish and celebrate their fellow students. I may be graduating and closing this chapter with the journal and GSU, but I know that I’ll
check-in like an old friend from time to time and haunt the halls. And in
times of uncertainty, I hope you are able to return to what you know as well.

Cayce Tiedemann

Peter Popoff & the Pursuit
of Eternal Life

and then the second,
when someone says your name
for the last time.

SKYLAR LITTLE

I sit in a rotted, red recliner,
holes stretched and ripped,
revealing sulfur-yellow foam underneath.
The old TV across from me twitches an infomercial I’ve seen
every midnight for the last few years.
The pastor on the screen promises me
an abundance of wealth, happiness, and love
if I order his Miracle Spring Water.

It isn’t always in that order.

The clock hanging
on the peeling, puke-green wallpaper
strikes twelve.
It’s been five minutes behind for months.
I crush an empty can of my “miracle water”
and throw it at the wall.
It knocks a dusty picture frame off its hook.
The photo and the can both crash onto the wood floor.
I get a broom to clean up the shattered glass
and sweep over faces I used to know.
The pastor is still shouting at me
about salvation and everlasting life.
One of the only voices I’ve heard in a while.
But how can I be delivered
when I’m already so far gone
that no one can find me?
People say you die twice.
Once when you stop breathing,
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Stained Church
RILEY MCBRIDE
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HARRISON WAYNE

Borges

La Gringa
ISA CARDONA

My mask is white
Glued to my face by assumption
Covering my mother tongue
Pulling out my roots
It is a fabricated illusion
So convincing that sometimes
No me puedo reconocer

Life is Hard
DAJZHA LITTLE
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Budding Vices
KATE KNAPP

I have a habit of sowing my wild oats with weed killer,
Poisoning roots with infidelity,
Weak men, weak vows,
I mourn the idea of life they almost had.
It’s impossible to feel settled when you’re the only one who hasn’t settled,
It takes two to tango and I’m tantalized by the thought that he wants
to twist his roots with mine.
There must be an enigma encrypted in my eyes,
Decipherable by wandering men,
promised to something or someone else.
I’m the earring back on the floor of his car,
Much like the small piece of metal on his finger,
Always lost and always ending up,
Where it shouldn’t be.
Capillary action working in my roots,
Conspiring to bring up the poison I planted.
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Claustrophobic
ELIZABETH GILMER

KRISTA KNAPP

Big Bang

The Fatal American Need to
Have a Good Time
SKYLAR LITTLE

I open and close the door,
shutting out the music blaring and people yelling
behind it.
I take a smushed cigarette out of my pocket
and grab a lighter off the patio table.
The burning cherry is my timer.
A lantern light illuminates
this small slab of cement.
I take a drag
and a seat,
and the crisscrossed metal
imprints onto the backs of my bare thighs.
The air sticks to my skin
like my shoes stuck
to the liquor-covered linoleum inside.
A moth flutters by my face.
Its paper-white wings move faster than I ever could.
It floats up and dances around the lantern light,
waltzing in the glow,
closer,
closer,
zap.
I put out the butt,
spit up beer foam in the flowerbed,
and walk back inside.
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Audio Salvation

TAURUS
NOAH BRITTON

My eyelids are my favorite part of my body,
Insistent like my grandmother’s,
Heavy with generations.
I spend a lot of time looking at them each morning,
Smoothing my face like I’ve seen in magazines.
I think about the way I want my body
To move through the city,
Shaping itself to the music and the curve of the streets.
I think about the people who drive by me—
If they’ve noticed me for
The way I plant my feet.
I think about people who are remarkable for
Their beauty, even at the grocery store or
The mall, and what it must feel like to be
Organically magnetic.

Winds Change
Downtown ATL

HENRY COLE

PATCH AGAN
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JAQUELINE PAZ

A Human

PAOLA HERNANDEZ

Gahli

Sun Roof
HARRISON WAYNE
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Caged Children in Texas
STEFANY ALVARADO

It’s a cold, open space.  
The memory of the sun
keeps the children warm.
Warmer than space blankets.
The foil too thin,
they drag their mats to the center.
Maybe concentrated body heat
will make this hielera
feel not so icy.
The frostiness of the room
overwhelms their senses,
or maybe it’s the smell.

ZACHARY FRANCOIS

A toddler with no diaper,
a tear-stained shirt,
soiled pants.
No toothbrushes,
no baths,
no soap.  
Or maybe it’s the guards,
standing on the other side
of the fence,
of the cage,
towering over
the children.

“...the US Border Patrol is holding many children, including some who are much
too young to take care of themselves, in jail-like border facilities for weeks at a time
without contact with family members, or regular access to showers, clean clothes,
toothbrushes, or proper beds.”
- Clara Long, Human Rights Watch

Dust Lights
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Fragile Bones
ESTHER HUNG

Why do we look to the sky when we are so fragile?
Our bones are thin, so shatteringly vulnerable words can break them even if
sticks and stones cannot
The only thing that shields us is our feathers, and feathers are soft, they
bleed when they are broken, leaving a maroon trail of tears.
Why do we look to the sky when we are so fragile?
We are nothing before the forces of nature, before those greater than us,
those bigger than us those who can step over us and feel nothing
when our bodiesareleftastrampledwishesthatnevercometrue
We are nothing before everything that leaves us fragile, trembling, weak, so
broken we can never stand without crying, never speak without a shudder,
never touch the ground and feel grounded
and have bones so brittle words can break them
even when sticks and stones cannot
Yet, and still, we look to the sky. Why?
Because sometimes, what makes us vulnerable is also what gives us our
greatest strength

Everything I Have and Everywhere I’m Going
EVAN STAMPS
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Our bones are fragile, but that is also what allows us to fly
It is part of us, it is our essence, our identity and what makes us soar above
the rest of the world, so empty that we float but so real we can still pierce the
skies on wings unrivaled

Why do we look to the sky when we are so fragile?

Because we can fly.

PAUL BOURLET

Deep in Golden Thought
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ARTIST FEATURE

KENDALL BESSENT

WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU FIRST BECOME INTERESTED
IN PHOTOGRAPHY?
As a teenager, I was really into Tumblr. I would edit all my pictures in cool
ways. I also loved architecture as a kid so I would take pictures of the city.
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WHAT IS YOUR DREAM JOB AFTER COLLEGE?
Overall, I’d like to be a creative director like Melina Matsoukas. I want to be
able to create art and express myself in all mediums. Photography is just one
of my many interests in this world. I have a huge admiration for architecture
and interior design. I’ve always loved fashion and films as well. Anything
that embodies all these things—that’s what my dream career is.
29

WHAT ARE YOUR INTENTIONS CREATIVELY?

WHO INSPIRES YOU ARTISTICALLY?

I want my work to embody myself, my community, and my culture. I also
want to showcase the beauty in my people, the beauty that is often overlooked by mainstream media. I want to show little black girls and boys that
their skin, hair, nose, and other features are beautiful.

I would say one of the major things that inspire me are the experiences that
I’ve had in life by being a young Black male in America.
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ZACHARY FRANCOIS

Self Love

Tri Rail
ZACHARY FRANCOIS

Chocolate

NINA PALMIERI

The Darkest Shade of Brown
PAULA VALERO

You say your eyes are just black
soil black
but from that soil, a root forms
a trunk shows
and the color resembles your eyes
When I think of them
I think of Colombia’s coffee fields
Breathtaking mountains
The aromas of sharp
Roasted beans and the emerald leaves
as you walk through them
Your eyes are fresh brewed coffee
They are home.
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Wilt I Bloom
ESTHER HUNG

My life bloomed like a haphazard flower
And you swore to cut me
				down
To make me neat and upright
					so I wouldn’t muddle up your lawn
My thoughts soared like a
wayward blossom
So you came to t e a r me down
Made me just a pressed trophy
		
Mounted flatly on your wall
And you broke my spirit into p i e ce s
To fertilize your lifeless ground
So you looked all the much greener
While you pushed me farther down

But my roots are ingrained
so much deeper
		
Anchored in the solid bedrock of my bones
And it’s the life force that is buried
		You don’t see 		and can never know

You trampled on my garden
Ri p
p e d the new shoots from my bed
To have a garland of your victory
		Adorned upon your head
You left me a barren wasteland
Salted the ashes in your wake
Tainted all the fertile soil
So no new growth could ever take

So when you leave me with my ruined blossoms
Don’t you dare hold your head up
high
		
For you can tear up my leaves and flowers
						But my roots will never die
			
My petals may be s ca t t e re d
		
But the pieces are seeds born from my soul
				So the more you try to break me
REBECCA BATES

Reaching [for something]
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						The more vibrantly I will grow.
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Nutella Bread
NICOLAS VISBAL

I thrust the sharpened blade into the black tar
and retrieved the brown gold
that was Nutella.
The smooth and sweet paste still engraved in my memory,
spread on a fresh piece of Wonder Bread,
my dinner was ready.

But I was met with her fury,
her claws crumpled with papers
flailing like a fallen feathered finch
writhing on the floor for flight.
My tears met with hers,
and with a toss of paper towels,
she retreated back to her cave.

LOGAN CASE

Hurt Plaza Jungle

Like any other night
the house was as silent as the grave
with only the pitter-patter of my mother’s fingernails
dancing on the crowns of her keyboard,
entranced in fluorescent light,
peeking through the darkness of her office.
At least that’s what she called the hallway of our small home
just past the entrance of Briars Circle.
My brother and I were in the kitchen.
He was impatiently eager for his share.
Silently cheering for a slice,
careful and quiet to not disturb.
I thrust the blade into the jar,
and as I pulled for its riches,
I sliced my hand.
Blood and bread stuck to my palm
as I ran to my mother calling for her,
my brother horrified beside me.
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Me, myself, and me
KAMILLE MAYES

Manifest
RILEY MCBRIDE

LEO PENN

Subs and Burbs

Flight Patterns
STEVEN WILLIAMS

The girl that went missing used to walk with my boys to the bus stop
each morning. The family lived opposite from us in a ranch-style house that
was in desperate need of repainting. She spent the last few months prior
to her disappearance folding and refolding paper into different shapes, her
parents finding her lost among crooked towers of How-To books on origami.
She was an unusual child, but they gave her no grief so long as she did her
work. Her dishes were washed and put away, her homework was done, and
toys were neatly returned to their bins. She could afford no distractions from
her task.
Before her fascination with origami, all of her time was spent with
sleight of hand. The young girl tested the limits of her parents’ patience with
games of guess which hand, now-you-see-me-now-you-don’t, and endlessly
questioning, “Is this your card?” In all truth, she had become rather good
at her little tricks, and even her parents had to concede to that. However,
just as the girl got the hang of her newfound passion, she discarded magic
almost completely for origami. In speaking with her father, I learned that
the only thing she retained from her trickster days was her love of vanishing acts, which concerned her mother. When the girl was gone, she truly
seemed to disappear.
The next month was full of journeys to the library with empty hands
and eager eyes and trips home full of silent determination. Open books became pillows after late nights of crumpled paper that tried—but failed—to
be a rose or a crane or an elephant. Teachers called home when her studies
began to decline. Her parents returned the books, but they couldn’t keep her
out of the school’s library during her lunch hours. She kept a backpack full
of her successes and failures. Both brought her closer. Flowers became dogs
which became birds until she finally settled on the shape she would take.
42
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I saw her on the night she went missing. The trees had long since
lost their leaves, but looking up, I caught a flash of bright scarlet among the
branches. There, hands outstretched on the roof of her parents’ singlestory home, she lifted a tiny paper bird into the air, her red shirt contrasting
brilliantly against the dark roof. The wind picked up slightly, pulling the
delicate thing from her palms. I called out to her, demanding that she climb
down, but she did not hear me or did not care to. The origami crane shivered slightly in the evening breeze, seeming for all the world like a fledgling
looking to leave the nest. Then, it flapped its wings. I was sure that it was a
simple trick of the light, as the sun set beyond the cul-de-sac, and the
shadows of the evening grew long.
It was not an illusion. The paper bird flapped once again, more
steadily this time, and it righted in the air, becoming more sure of itself. Its
wings were lined with the ink of a child’s notebook paper, a hole punched
into one side, but it caught another gust and rose even higher, now confident in its ability.
43

As I watched this display, I realized that I had forgotten about the
girl entirely. I brought my eyes back to the roof, but she was no longer there.
My heart held tight in my chest. Surely, she must have fallen, but I would
have seen it happen. There was no one on the ground or roof; the neighborhood was devoid of movement, save for one origami bird gliding and twisting, turning and soaring with the beauty of life it now possessed.
The missing child posters went up two days later. In four days,
the search parties were deployed. I volunteered for a few searches myself,
knowing there was nothing to find. When the search parties were called off,
I visited the grieving parents to offer my condolences. For a moment, the
neighborhood became quite popular as it brought news reporters and those
curious for a glimpse into sorrow—that thing we all love to witness but
never wish to bear.
In time, even the remnants of the girl’s disappearance faded. The
news vans no longer blocked our driveways, the gawkers weren’t snooping
in our backyards, and the poor parents sold their home to the first eligible
bidder. Everything became as normal as could be said for such a thing.
Tonight, I will tuck my children in as I always do, kissing them
softly on their foreheads as they slumber. I will whisper good night to my
wife, who smiles even in her sleep as I tell her that I love her. Then, while
the family rests, I will go into the basement and continue folding my paper
cranes. I wonder if they will send a search party for me as well. It has taken
me some time, and it will be a while before I fold the one I will choose, but I
am patient. I have already perfected my sleight of hand.

Now you don’t.
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PATCH AGAN
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Tall Shadow

Now you see me.
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Wishing
NINA PALMIERI

JAQUELINE PAZ

Hello, Stranger
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DAJZHA LITTLE

Dedication

Walmart Loves You
LEO PENN
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Night Shift
Ten minutes early: hell yeah. I grab my Dasani bottle and add a bit
more vodka to my coffee cup filled with Red Bull. I lean back in my seat and
watch as four beastly children swing out of a large SUV and barrel towards
the front door, playing hopscotch as they pass over a handicap spot. Thank
god I’m not in there.
*
Look, she’s cute, but she’s thoughtless, and you know this. She’s
named after Shia LaBeouf because he’s a damn good actor. His performance
in Holes? Oscar-worthy. Your apron should cover the muddy paw prints.
*
“Hi, Sunshine, so good to see you today. Have I told you how beautiful you look?” is how the bus boy who’s 20 years my senior greets me.
“Yes, Thomas, every day.”
*
“So, what exactly is in your butter?” the man at 42 asks me. My blank
expression urges him on. “I’ve just started this new, oh you know, the Keto
thing? It’s just, like, so restrictive.”
“Let me find out for you.” I find out that our butter is just butter-flavored oil. Which is basically still butter. Basically. I take a picture of the
label.
“Oh, yeah, that’s perfect.” He nods after glancing at the picture. “I’ll
take an extra side of that.”
*
“I need hands in the kitchen!”
*
It’s not a good idea to get involved with coworkers. This is a fact that
I know. This is an issue I’ve encountered before. But when Tall Dark and
Handsome comes to introduce himself, it’s not like I can just ignore him.
Something about his face looks so familiar.

Fake News

KENYA POWELL

LEXIS SANDERS
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Not my section, not my section.
Oh, fuck me.
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ELIZABETH GILMER

Open Window

“What’s your name?” he asks. His teeth are very white. Nice and
straight, too, but in a natural way, not like he had braces.
*
Oh, shit. Did she ever get that mayo?
*
My grandfather always told me it wasn’t a good idea for me and my
friends to apply to jobs together. He’d say conflicts would arise when only I
got the job. He saw it all the time at H&R Block.
*
Water, coke, ketchup, lemons. Water, coke, ketchup, lemons.
*
I walk to the produce cooler and lean up against the boxes of mashed
potatoes. It’s strange how a lot of food doesn’t really have a smell until you
slice it open. This is the fresh cooler, the untouched food cooler. I open YouTube and listen to a five-minute guided meditation for a positive mind.
*

LOGAN CASE

Taking Root on T Deck

The Fierce Black Wind
RON EVANS
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The Bridge Near the School
ASHLIN GOPICHUND

I picked you up from a trash can under that bridge near the school. That
night I snuck you into the house and washed you in the sink while Mom and
Dad yelled. Their yelling used to get to me, make me anxious, but I was okay
since you didn’t seem to mind. I felt like cleaning you was an escape to a
better life, but when Dad found out about you hiding in my room, he threw
you outside and burned my hand. I didn’t care about the pain, but seeing
you go hurt the most. Then you came back, and when you did, Dad threw
you out again. Then Dad realized you were too stubborn and made us sleep
in the garage, but it was okay. Those nights were the best. Mom made both
of us sweaters that Christmas, but it was the last holiday we shared with her
since she grew weak. We were never the same after that night, but you and I
had each other’s backs.
From house to house and job to job, we were best friends. When the bullies
chased me home, you and Dad ran after them. Eventually, Dad began to
like you and even take you on walks when I wasn’t feeling well. Now you’re
sick as well, and I don’t know what to do. You stopped eating recently, but
I should’ve known this would happen eventually. In the car you seem at
peace. Like your job is done. Dad thinks you’ll meet Mom soon, and I think
so too.
We’re passing the bridge now.
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HARRISON WAYNE

EBONE HARRIS

Press Start

Inner Workings of the “Mind”
KRISTA KNAPP

PATCH AGAN

Horizontal

Today your alphabet soup will
have less consonants than vowels.
Some of the words you make
will have to be screams.

/ Some of the words you make
/ will make no sense at all.
ALICE
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I Have Never Been in Love, But
NOAH BRITTON

There’s something about the misery of yearning
That is deeply gratifying to me.

Flat on your back longing with
An Old Testament conviction that
Wracks your frame and makes you sweat.

To agonize over obscurity and
covet a name with the arch of your spine.

I have never been in love, except for
The couple times each day that I
Pass someone on the street and
Imagine our lives together.

Infinitely Stuck
ELIZABETH GILMER
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These Locks of Mine
NIGEL ENOCH

There are days that I bathe my hair in apple cider vinegar,
A privilege of my brown skin and kinky hair, knotted
And twisted together to form dreads
That have been with me for years.
Through my hurt and my pain,
My first loves and truest heartbreaks.
This hair that I so love
Reaches down past my shoulders in thick tendrils.
This hair is filled with soul,
Deep and heavily rooted to my scalp
Like I am rooted to my Father.
Like Sampson, I run my fingers through
these blessed locks,
The only thing connecting me to my motherland,
The home I never knew.
The deep lush forests of Africa,
Or perhaps the islands,
Because I do not know where I come from.
I know that these locks hold history
And when my eyes grow wild with impulse
And my finger rests on the trigger,
I could never shed it.
Not because I am afraid of change,
But because I am in love with my journey.

Looking into Yourself
KAMILLE MAYES
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ARTIST FEATURE

LEO PENN

“

I felt as if I
was limited
with what I
could express
through raw
images, and
that through
digital collage
I could derive
deeper meaning through my
art.

WHEN DID YOU FIRST GET INTO DIGITAL COLLAGE?
After years of practicing photography and playing around with photo editors, I began my hobby of digital collage at the end of my sophomore year at
Valdosta State University. I felt as if I was limited with what I could express
through raw images, and that through digital collage I could derive deeper
meaning through my art.
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”
WHAT DO YOU SET OUT
TO ACCOMPLISH THROUGH
YOUR ART?
All I want to do is produce
pieces that people enjoy in
the long term. Hopefully,
I create something people
come back to.
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WALK US THROUGH YOUR PROCESS.
I usually attempt to think of a concept, mood, or feeling I’m wanting to
express through whatever I’m creating, and when I have that in mind, I can
go from there. Otherwise, I may look to online galleries for inspiration, or I
jump into the first phase of the collage making process, which is just swimming through piles of stock photos till I see something that catches my eye.
After I collect enough images that I can use to produce a new piece, I begin
cutting, pasting, reshaping, recoloring, fading, fluffing, fitting, cropping, etc.
until I am satisfied with the finished design. This process can take anywhere
from 30 minutes to a day, depending on the complexity of the piece, editing,
or if I run out of nicotine.

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE AFTER YOU GRADUATE?
My major is in international affairs and my minor is in philosophy. Initially,
I was planning on pursuing a career in analytical research in conflict resolution for an International Global organization. However, I’ve decided that
after I obtain my degree, I am going to go into the fire service. I’m currently
a recruit for a Volunteer Rescue Department, and it’s the lifestyle I find most
fulfilling. I encourage anyone to pursue what they find worthwhile.

LEO PENN

Distantly Speaking

I think of how the first McDonalds on Mars will not be the last. I think of
how much I could charge to rent out space in my denim pockets. I think of
all the additional words that a poet could write in between their stanzas. I
think of all the room for traffic to stall over crosswalks and bike lanes.

Roboto
KRISTA KNAPP
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ALICE BENSON

I am so tired of untitled documents numbered in parentheses and installed
applications and spinning blue cursor wheels and minimized screens and
unattended shopping carts and necessary updates and right click bars and
verifications and an autocorrect for letters I’d prefer lowercased.
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At 18 years, I left a note under my pillow and drove across the country to
Bozeman, Montana. I asked the gas station clerk for a yellow pack of American Spirits without lying. It was the second year my mother did not wish me
a happy birthday. I was liberated, yet I took sleeping pills the minute I woke
up. I slept in a dirty house with a fly infestation and two bathrooms shared
by 15 people. I learned that a bandana could fix any bad hair day. Did you
know that you can easily spot a forming storm in the mountains?
When I turned 19, it was an old feeling; I had already been telling people
I was 19 for months. I was in a rush to leave 18. I spent the day on the road
surrounded by the cotton fields of the dirty south. When I was a kid, I hid
in closets and embraced the dark. My mother told me that I followed in the
shadow of her depression. If she were to die, she’d blame me. I am told that
because I am sad, I will never play a happy tune.
Today, I turn 20. I ran a bath at midnight. It chilled the second I stepped in.
I dumped half a bottle of eucalyptus and lavender bubble bath, but only a
few bubbles formed. I went to the store and bought gold-colored nail polish,
a mud face mask, and St. John’s Wort. I felt pretty.
My mother just started speaking to me again. Now, I have a fern tattoo that
runs across my forearm. I look forward to my cat’s morning kisses and a
flower’s bloom from my orchid plant.
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ISA CARDONA

LAYLA AMAR

Flower Bath

Birthday Blues

AMBER KIRLEW

Fixed Perspective

Be Still and Know
PAUL BOURLET
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Remembering Thăng Long*
AUTHOR: BÀ HUYỆN THANH QUAN
TRANSLATOR: PHUNG TRAN

Who writes our song in battles?
In these lengthy vain staccatos.
Old ruts scar the trampled lawn,
Ancient fort obscured by shadows.
Tough rocks sleep as time presses on,
As the country cries in deep echoes.
Gone is our sweet sacred song,
The song, useless, comes to a close.

Tạo hóa gây chi cuộc hí trường,
Đến nay thấm thoắt mấy tinh sương.
Dấu xưa xe ngựa hồn thu thảo,
Nền cũ lâu đài bóng tịch dương,
Đá vẫn trơ gan cùng tuế nguyệt,
Nước còn cau mặt với tang thương.
Ngàn năm gương cũ soi kim cổ.
Cảnh đấy người đây luống đoạn trường

*Thăng Long – old name of the current Hanoi
capital from 1010 to 1788, the center of Vietnamese
culture and literature in the past and present.
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cold nights
NOOR SMADI

PATCH AGAN

Triangle

Poet-subject confidentiality.
Metaphors are placed at least six feet apart.
No I will not be taking any questions—
today tomorrow and ever.
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Counting Sheep
RYAN AW
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ARTIST FEATURE

ERIN WRIGHT

WHAT MEDIUMS DO YOU WORK IN?
I mostly work with paint—acrylic, watercolor, and oil. In the past year, I
have started making more sculptural work, dabbling in ceramics recently.

WHERE DO YOU DRAW INSPIRATION FROM?
I draw inspiration from my connections with friends and loved ones and the
feelings those connections give me. Much of my work is inspired by
intimacy, nature, classmates, other artists. Some of my favorite artists
include Niki de Saint Phalle, Marlene Dumas, Henri Matisse, and Helen
Frankethaler.
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WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR FAVORITE ASPECT OF STUDYING ART AT GSU?
My favorite aspect of studying art at GSU has been the opportunity to learn
new skills from an incredible faculty of working artists. I have learned so
much from my teachers with their individual nuanced perspectives. My
teachers have been so encouraging and have made me even more stoked
about making art. They have really pushed me, and I appreciate that a lot.

WHAT HAVE YOUR CHALLENGES BEEN?
I started making visual art fairly recently, at age eighteen. A challenge/
insecurity for me has been that I do not feel as though I have a very strong
foundation of technical art skills yet. I do feel that those skills are important,
but I don’t let my lack of skills in certain areas stop me from my work and
creating the things I like to create.

IF YOU COULD LIVE AND WORK ANYWHERE AFTER COLLEGE, WHERE
WOULD YOU BE AND WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
I would live abroad for a while post-grad. I think I would enjoy Thailand or
Costa Rica; they are such beautiful and peaceful places that are near and
dear to my heart. I would love to continue making art and maybe teach English to kids. An eventual goal of mine is to become an art therapist.
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We were strangely wedded—
A healthy habit: to mistake fetish for sincerity.
Call me, Ishmael,
I miss when you’d speak over me.

ALICE BENSON

City in the Clouds
PATCH AGAN
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Railway to Heaven

GIFTI KUMERA

HARRISON WAYNE

Red Line
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CLARA BERNARD

My Demons

All of Your Exes
LOGAN CASE
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The Eruption of a Dormant Volcano
SHANICE FELIX

Can you imagine?
The comeback of a thousand years
The plot twist of the century
They all thought I was asleep
For a while, I believed them
But a lie can only be entertained for so long
My eyes are open now
They built their homes on my grave
Toured my carcass in droves
Spoke of me in the past tense
Imagine the power in my waking
Watch the world tremble at my feet,
my fault
Run for cover—you don’t want to stoke this flame
Mom always said I had a temper

Come to think of it,
My father was always like that
Always steaming over something
I remember gasping for air whenever I was stuck by him for too long
Crazy doesn’t fall too far from the tree
And smoke is a thing you can’t get out of your lungs
Or your clothes
Or your memory
I’ve got a really good memory
It reminds me that where there’s smoke, there’s fire
And a fire kept at bay long enough
Will only burn higher
I am the problem you were hoping would go away
Quietly leave out the back door
Not cause a scene
You should’ve put me out while you had the chance
Because now I’m hungry
For air

One time when I was little,
Someone tried to put me between a rock and a hard place
And those plates kept pushing against me until I couldn’t take it anymore
And I erupted
And I’ve been erupting ever since
I don’t know what healthy communication is
I burn everything in my path until it’s just like me
Hot, heated, muggy

Mile High
SUNNY HASTINGS
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Neon Shadow
ZACHARY FRANCOIS
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End of the World
KAMILLE MAYES
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NOAH BRITTON is a senior journalism major at Georgia State University. He

has previously published poetry in Underground.
ISABELA “ISA” CARDONA is a freshman at Georgia State, majoring in Journal-

ism. Her work is greatly inspired by her Colombian culture and her family’s
experience of immigrating to the United States.
LOGAN CASE was born and raised in Atlanta and is currently a senior in the
PATCH AGAN, an anamorphic photographer, captures the cityscape of Atlanta

as it moves and breathes. Patch studies film at GSU and intends to enter
the film production industry in the camera department. His photography
captures the city’s inhabitants as they dance with moments of light across
the iron streets of Atlanta.
STEFANY ALVARADO is a journalism and french major from Moroleón, Guana-

juato, Mexico. She is passionate about fighting for Latino rights.

graphic design BFA program.
NIGEL ENOCH is a poet and writer attending Georgia State University and

majoring in Computer Information Systems. He is a brother in the Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity and gains much of his support from his family and
friends. Nigel uses his passion in writing to express the depths of his hear—
taking his innermost thoughts and carrying out his belief in the eternal
goodness of God and His hand on the world by pursuing many of his passions such as creative photography, blogging, and rock climbing.

LAYLA AMAR is an English major with a concentration in Creative Writing at

Georgia State University in Atlanta, Georgia.

RON EVANS also known as RonTheArtist, is a Senior at Georgia State Univer-

Singaporean-born RYAN AW has been photographing for as long as he can
remember. As a journalism major, Ryan depends on his photography to help
accentuate the narratives he wishes to convey in his projects.

sity, majoring in Photography, meanwhile holding an Associate’s Degree
in Arts, from Grand Rapids Community College. Ron is an emerging Artist
based out of Atlanta, GA. He creates abstract ART that involves color theory,
people, architecture, and clothing.

KENDALL BESSENT is a 20-year-old photographer, born and raised in Atlanta,

SHANICE FELIX, a junior Film and Media major and Japanese language minor,

GA. He currently attends Georgia State University pursuing a Bachelor’s of
Fine Art. Kendall took up photography his 11th-grade year in high school
and haven’t looked back ever since. He describes his work as “blatant blackness” as he aims to show the full dynamic and beauty of the Black community and everything that embodies it.

loves making her audience feel a rollercoaster of emotions in a simplistic
way. She is a creative writer from Georgia, and her works range from fulllength novels to free verse poems.

PAUL BOURLET is a Media Entrepreneurship major at Georgia State University

who escapes from the city every chance he gets because that is where finds
peace and awe in light of the creation and Creator around him. These moments tend to inspire Paul to write poetry examining life’s dynamics.
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ZACHARY FRANCOIS is a 20-year-old photographer currently residing in the

greater Atlanta area. He’s dedicated to creating portraits that reflect the
unique essence of the individuals he works with. He specializes in seeking
out locations that compliment the style, soul, and spirit of every Person.
Looking for the extraordinary in the ordinary is a challenge he looks forward
to with every shoot.
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DAJZHA LITTLE is a junior at Georgia State University. She is a film major and
ELIZABETH GILMER is from Fayetteville, Georgia. She is currently a biology

major with a concentration in ecology, but spends a majority of her free time
drawing.

a photography minor. She hopes to write and direct her own films as well
as have a studio in Atlanta that produces large films and opportunities for
under privileged African American students who are also pursing film.

EBONE HARRIS is a student at GSU from Decatur, GA. She is currently en-

SKYLAR LITTLE is a journalism major with a concentration in public relations

rolled as a sophomore and is pursuing a degree in Fine Arts.

and a minor in English. She is in her last semester at GSU and is very excited
to leave. The whole experience, well, it’s been real.

SUNNY HASTINGS is a Photographer.... Someone who captures. Emotion,

Temperature, thoughts, moments, Sunny holds these things with a lens.
Sunny tries to use their images to explore their imagination, connotations ,
or recreations of moments they’ve.... captured. Something so rigid and firm,
as a still image, has movement yet.
COLE HENRY is a senior film/media production student at Georgia State Uni-

versity who is a copywriter by day and fledgling filmmaker by night. He is
from Atlanta, Georgia and plans on staying here until rent gets too high. You
can usually find him running on the beltline, reading, or eating tacos.

KAMILLE MAYES is a third year Studio Art major at Georgia State University.

She concentrates on work about the mind and self reflection.
RILEY MCBRIDE is from Quitman, GA, a small town which resides just north of

the Florida border. Her concentration is in the BFA Photography program.
Her work is an exploration of the relationships within her life, both intimate
and platonic, and her connection to the southern landscape.
NINA PALMIERI is a junior at Georgia State, majoring in Film and Media and

Atlanta in 2012. She is now a senior at Georgia State University who is majoring in Studio Art with a concentration in drawing and painting.

minoring in Journalism and Marketing. Palmieri’s roots come from North
Georgia and New York, but she now resides in Atlanta. She loves the hustle
and bustle of city life and enjoys photography, eating snacks and watching
movies in her free time.

KATE KNAPP is from Johnstown Pennsylvania, and she’s a Public Policy Major.

JAQUILINE PAZ was born in Riverdale, Georgia and currently resides in Atlan-

KRISTA KNAPP is an Art Education major at Georgia State and has been mak-

ta, Georgia. She’s currently enrolled at Georgia State University pursuing
digital marketing and content creation. Her camera of choice is her Olympus OM-1, followed very closely by her Leica M4-P.

AMBER KIRLEW was born and raised in Staten Island New York and moved to

ing art in many different forms for as long as she can remember. Drawing
and painting are her favorite methods of expressing her creativity and allowing people to experience her perspective of the world and all of the things
she finds beautiful.
GIFTI KUMERA is an Ethiopian female writer, born in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

She is currently experiencing and enjoying life in Atlanta, Georgia. Aside
from writing, she is a fourth-year finance student scheduled to graduate in
Spring 2020. What’s important is: Gifti loves life and all of its details.
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LEO PENN is an International affairs and philosophy major with a love of

digital photography and photo manipulation. Also secretly Underground
Journal’s number one fan, who will be messaging the editors in the future
about royalties...
KENYA POWELL grew up in Newnan, Georgia and is currently a junior at Geor-

gia State University. She is majoring in studio art and minoring in entrepreneurship.
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LEXIS SANDERS is a fourth year English major with a concentration in Creative

Writing. She plans on going to law school after undergrad, but has always
had a passion for writing and editing.
NOOR SMADI uses art as a medium of self-determination, self-expression,

and self-care. Art has been created to give a voice to those marginalized and
oppressed. It makes her feel capable of change, whole, and hopeful. She is a
visual and poetic storyteller and artist. She is especially skilled in mixed media on canvas, incorporating unconventional media like wax, coffee, wine,
and every day surrounding objects.
EVAN CURTIS STAMPS is an Art Education major who specializes in ink an

graphite. His work is inspired by golden age illustrators, cartoonists and
comic artists.
PHUNG TRAN is a student at Georgia State University. She majors in Exer-

cise Science, but she also has an interest in Creative Writing. Phung Tran
channels her family’s love for poetry into translating Vietnamese poems to
English. She would love to bring the Vietnamese Poetry Culture to a wider
English-speaking audience.
NICOLAS VISBAL was born in Atlanta, Georgia. He likes to write poems in day-

light, and short stories at night and is in his third year majoring in English,
concentration in Creative Writing (Fiction).
STEVEN WILLIAMS is a College Park native working toward a Biology degree.

He sometimes performs at writing and spoken word events throughout the
city of Atlanta. He spends the majority of his time petting dogs and strumming his guitar, which is a good way to be.
ERIN WRIGHT is a Studio Art major/ Psychology minor at GSU. Originally

from Grant Park, she has been making art for about four years now. She
loves painting with bright colors, dancing, and making messes.
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